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Technical Instruction Sheet SHERPASCOPIC 2272/250 – 2272/253
Product compliant with the NF P 93-352 standard of 12 November 2016:

3 to 4 steps 0,78 --> 1,02 1,39 --> 1,57 1,30 --> 1,63 23,1 2,03 x 0,66 x 0,38

4 to 6 steps 1,07 --> 1,53 1,61 --> 1,97 1,35 --> 2,11 26,4 2,30 x 0,66 x 0,32

7 to 9 steps 1,76 --> 2,23 2,15 --> 2,52 2,05 --> 2,76 31 3,20 x 0,66 x 0,38

7 to 10 steps 1,76 --> 2,46 2,15 --> 2,72 2,05 --> 3,16 33 3,20 x 0,66 x 0,38

Max. : 150
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1. Product description
This Individual Wheeled Platform (IWP) is used for second-fix and fitting work. The platform is used by a single operator standing on the flat 

working surface. The platform is equipped with two fixed wheels for moving the platform around.
The platform is equipped with two independent adjustable stabilisers on all models. The stabilisers ensure that the product will remain 

stable under the normal usage conditions recommended by the standard in force.

Open the lock Put the pivot lock in the open position
Pull the rung to hold the product

Slide the steps to the desired 
rung

The hook 
must be 
locked

Open the platform by lowering the working 
surface. The platform must rest
flat on the steps.

Unfold the guardrail. Once in position, the 
locking pins stop the guardrail from folding.

2. Use
2.1. Installation 

THE STABILISER CAM 
MUST BE LOCKED

The stabiliser is fitted by unlocking the cam. The stabiliser is in place once it is in contact with the ground. Then lock the cam to use 
the product.

Fit the wheels in line with 
instruction 61029/280 in 
the nuts & bolts box

Anti-lifting
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2.2. Access

2.3. Moving 2.4 Working positions

2.5.Closing:
Proceed in reverse order from when setting up the product. 

2.6. Hoisting the product

3. Tip for use:
+ Do not use the platform without its guardrails or behind a door that is not locked.
+ Any surface that the platform is located on must be horizontal and not slippery.
+ All of the platform feet must rest on the ground.
+ On soft terrain always place a plate under all of the affected feet.
+ Always make sure that the working area is away from any bare electric conductor that is powered up.
+ The platform must not be thrown or handled roughly in use.
+ Always climb on and off facing the platform
+ Be sure to wear shoes that offer a safe footing.
+ Do not climb onto the platform if you suffer from fear of heights or are tired.
+ Do not use the platform without fitting the stabilisers.
+ Do not use the platform to carry objects.

4. Maintenance:
+ Always check the general condition of the platform prior to use (condition of parts and their geometry).
If parts require replacing, only use TUBESCA-COMABI components. Please refer to the manufacturer's service sheet 
https://www.tubesca-comabi.com/fr/centre-de-documentation section After-sales service exploded views. 

+ After work, always clean the platform with a clean cloth.
+ The platform must be inspected periodically and the results of these checks must be recorded.  

Movement when unfolded Movement when folded

Open the gate to access the working surface. Once on the working surface, close the gate to properly use the product.

CLIP THE GATE INTO ITS 
RECEPTACLE.

The product must only be hoisted by the 
rings provided for the purpose. 




